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Argus LPG World - US LPG heads south
The US has become the world’s largest LPG exporter - and Latin America is
a key market for US exporters. The first part of a regional trade flow survey
looks at how the surge in US LPG cargoes impacts the import trends of
Brazil, Chile and Ecuador.
US Gulf coast LPG export volumes continue to set new records, moving
toward even higher growth, while large volumes are moving to Caribbean
and South American markets.
Latin American buyers account for around 29mn t/yr of global LPG demand
(see p2). The region’s domestic cooking and heating sector alone
accounts for more than 16pc of global heating and cooking demand second only to Asia-Pacific.

LPG imports, according to US government agency the EIA and Brazil’s
petroleum sector regulator the ANP. The US shipped 590,000t to Brazil in
the first five months of this year, or 13 VLGCs. Brazil’s remaining 161,000t
of imports in the period came mostly from neighbouring Argentina or west
Africa. Brazilian imports so far this year are 16pc higher compared with
2013 and more than 22pc higher than the five-year average.
Brazil’s state-controlled oil company Petrobras has reserved loading
window slots at US Gulf coast terminals owned by US midstream operators Targa Resources and Enterprise Products Partners. But it also relies
August 2014
on spot shipments. US LPG cargoes take an 19
average
of 19 days to reach
storage facilities in Brazil’s Suape port and 23 days to Santos port. VLGCs
have lately discharged at both facilities, but sometimes exclusively
discharge at Suape.
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US LPG heads south

Mexico remains the largest importer of US LPG, at 8.6mn t last year,
although the country is seeing demand gradually contract. Brazil is the
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Brazil is a major consumer and absorbed the bulk of
US LPG exports in South America, followed by Chile. The
two countries were reliant on Argentinian supply, which has
restricted exports to cover domestic demand since earlier this
decade. Ecuador is the third-largest importer of US LPG, but
aims to reverse its import demand to zero in the next few years.
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Brazil turns to US imports

Brazilian LPG imports have been relatively flat over the past
five years at around 1.5mn t/yr, equivalent to 34 very large gas
carriers (VLGCs) each year or 2-3 VLGCs/month. But Brazilian
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161,000t of imports in the period came mostly from neighbouring Argentina or west Africa. Brazilian imports so far this year
are 16pc higher compared with 2013 and more than 22pc
higher than the five-year average.
Brazil’s state-controlled oil company Petrobras has
reserved loading window slots at US Gulf coast terminals
owned by US midstream operators Targa Resources and
Enterprise Products Partners. But it also relies on spot shipments. US LPG cargoes take an average of 19 days to reach
storage facilities in Brazil’s Suape port and 23 days to Santos
port. VLGCs have lately discharged at both facilities, but
sometimes exclusively discharge at Suape.
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costs to be as low as possible. But an early September fixture on the VLGC
Aurora Leo reported by shipping brokers at $97/t for Houston/Flushing
is the softest price level achieved in months (see p11). A volatile freight
marketplace pegged the same spot rate for another early September cargo
aboard the VLGC Aurora Taurus at $120/t in July.
Brazil’s strong demand is complemented by relatively steady domestic
production of around 5.4mn t/yr, with roughly two-thirds of production
sourced from refineries and the remaining from natural gas processing
capabilities.

Chile cultivates new import sources
Argentina’s role as Chile’s traditional LPG supplier has faded over the past
few years. Chilean demand, which contracted slightly to 1.7mn t last year,
brought an end to 10 years of steady expansion, although the country
remains a key regional importer.
Chilean firm Gasmar has agreed a term supply deal with a multinational
trading firm. But the country has also needed a few spot cargoes throughout the winter peak demand season.
LPG exports from Argentina were stopped from going to a gas processing
plant in Cabo Negro, Chile, as early as 2004. The plant is close to Punta
Arenas, where the bulk of Chilean oil and gas is produced. The Cabo Negro
complex, which is owned by Canadian methanol producer Methanex, will
see the relocation of two 1mn t/yr petrochemical production facilities to
Geismar, Louisiana, where US midstream operator Williams Partners owns
a shut-in petrochemical complex.
Chile’s dependence on US LPG started in 2010 when it imported 143,700t
for use during the country’s winter demand months of June-September. US
imports more than doubled to 289,645t the following year, and reached
more than 541,000t in 2013. Chile averaged 135,000t/month of US LPG
shipments in the first five months of this year, or 1.5 VLGCs/month. If
Chile’s US imports continue at this level, total imports this year could
reach around 862,000t.
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a 14,200t storage terminal near Guayaquil.

Chile recently joined the list of Enterprise’s term customers with Gasmar’s
10-year deal with a trading firm that sources cargoes from Enterprise’s
Houston Ship Channel export facility.

The new storage infrastructure brings total Ecuadorean onshore LPG inventory capacity to 25 days of supply - in case of any supply emergency - from
only around four days.

Chilean buy tenders typically call for delivery to Quintero port, with an option to call at San Vincente bay. Spot tenders issued throughout this year
sought pricing on a cif ARA basis. A VLGC that travels along the Magallanes
route from the US round Cape Horn would take twice as long to reach
its destination compared with a VLGC transiting through an expanded
Panama Canal in 2016. The canal route takes about 17.5 days, while the
longer route increases the journey to 37 days.

VLGCs can also discharge at Guayaquil port. Cargoes can move from the
Houston Ship Channel to Ecuador through the Panama Canal, or around
Cape Horn. The shorter journey takes about 10 days, while transit around
Cape Horn amounts to around 45 days.

US export cargoes over the past few months have all approached Chile’s
Quintero port via the Strait of Magallanes, as the fleet of four Panamax
VLGCs, the Clipper Sirius, Clipper Victory, Karoline N and Ronald N have
had prior engagements.

Ecuador has purchased import cargoes on a spot basis since 2011, after
the expiry of a supply contract with a trading firm. PetroEcuador has since
awarded a 5.84mn bl contract for LPG to a different trading firm.
The country’s domestic production of around 231,000 t/yr should increase
after upgrades to PetroEcuador’s 110,000 b/d Esmeraldas refinery. But
the expansion programme is far behind schedule. The facility last month
started to severely limit operations in preparation for a 13-month partial
shutdown that will leave it operating at 50pc capacity until 20 August
2015, so import demand in 2015 is likely to remain steady.
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